BCD

Packing Rings
Balanced Cap Design

Long service life with minimal leakage
The innovative segment structure of the BCD Packing Rings

Friction, and hence energy dissipation, of the single BCD ring

is sleeker than conventional packing ring designs, allowing

is considerably lower than for designs featuring multiple rings.

shorter cylinders and smaller compressors. With up to 70%

The segmented configuration ensures excellent sealing,

leakage reduction, fugitive emissions can be reduced drastically.

reduced emissions, and long service life. BCD Packing Rings

This brings many advantages: The design saves both material

run for longer between maintenance intervals, and eliminate

as well as space and safeguards the environment.

downtime due to premature wear.

This is how the BCD Packing Rings
Balanced Cap Design works

Why choose HOERBIGER BCD Packing
Rings Balanced Cap Design?

 The BCD Packing Rings Balanced Cap Design seal

 Significantly reduced leakage: Boosts efficiency

the piston rod of a double-acting cylinder to avoid

and promotes the protection of the environment.

gas leaks.

 Low frictional resistance: Saves energy and

 The BCD uses a pressure balancing grove to reduce

eliminates the need for water cooling where

the contact force.

possible.

 Combining two rings into one eliminates the peg and

 Reduced wear: Increases reliability and service life.

the reliability problems associated with traditional 		

 Sleek design: Allows smaller compressors.

two-ring designs.

 Easier ring replacement simplifies maintenance.
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The advantages of the BCD Packing Rings
Balanced Cap Design at a glance:
 Helps operators meet stringent emission standards and reduce gas losses.
 Reduce the risk of unforeseen maintenance interventions (in hazardous areas), unplanned
production stops and thus less air pollution due to less downtime.
 Highest sealing efficiency, with up to 70% leakage reduction to safeguard the environment.
 Highest quality standards in manufacturing and leakage as well as emissions prevention.
 Lower friction reduces packing box power losses by up to 50% and enables the piston to run cooler
and longer. This allows less maintenance, fewer transport routes and a sustainable production.
 BCD Packing Rings enables less complex packings without water cooling where applicable.
 Reduced packing length enables compressor designs with smaller cylinder length
and thus lower production costs.

Based on the long history and expertise, HOERBIGER provides
unmatched engineering support worldwide.
Technical data of the BCD Packing Rings Balanced Cap Design
Piston rod diameter:

20 mm (0.78 inches) to 140 mm (5.51 inches)

Pressure range:

3 – 250 bar

Available material grades:

All HY material grades available

Fields of application (extract):
Process gas:
Oil and gas:

Refining, Petrochemical industry, Chemical industry
Gas lift and re-injection, Gas storage, LNG Terminal, Gas gathering,
Gas transportation, CNG

Industrial gases:

Syngas (Hydrogen, Carbon Oxide), Air separation (Oxygen, Nitrogen),
Specific gases (Argon, Helium,…)
PET bottle-blowing, Industrial air

Power generation:

Cogeneration, Combined heat and power plant, Biogas
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Food industry:

HOERBIGER is active throughout the world in the energy sector, the process
industry, the automotive industry, the mechanical engineering sector, in safety
engineering, and in the electrical industry. In 2021, its 5,862 employees achieved
sales of 1.119 billion euros in 131 locations across 46 countries. Our products and
services are used in reciprocating compressors, gas flow control units, vehicle
drives, rotating unions, explosion protection, gas-powered engines, and
in automobile hydraulics.
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